WaveLinx Wireless fixtures provide all the features that are needed with the ability to scale and evolve on your timeline. Available with select fixtures, it’s a cost-efficient way to lay the foundation for an intelligent building infrastructure.

Get off the job faster

- **Out-of-the-box wireless control.** Get streamlined code compliance and energy savings, whether you’re installing an entire system or standalone fixture.
- **Ready to “plug & play.”** Any electrician can easily install this system, using only hot, neutral, ground wiring. There’s no 0-10V wiring required, and no control wiring between fixtures.
- **Easier commissioning.** No more waiting for commissioning teams. Each fixture is code compliant out-of-the-box.
With WaveLinx, **savings and control** are at your fingertips

**Energy Savings**
Energy-efficient LED and built-in features save up to 40% in energy costs, helping you quickly recoup your investment.

**Bring Your Own Device**
Our app lets you control and configure your Wavelinx Wireless Fixtures from any smartphone, tablet or computer, without the need for additional software or recurring fees.

**Centralized Control**
You can choose to automate your building’s lighting based on sunrise/sunset times, or program custom lighting schedules for your building. With the WaveLinx app, full system control is in your hands.
It doesn’t have to be complicated.

Perfect for simple applications, this system covers all the basics while keeping installation time and costs to a minimum.


- Lighting fixtures with wireless communication
  - Energy-efficient LED lighting with built-in wireless capabilities
- Wireless Area Controller
  - Lighting “hub” connects fixtures together wirelessly, or centralized control
- Optional Occupancy Sensors & Wallstations
  - Provide customized wireless control of each area
- Mobile Applications
  - Provides personalized, control the system from your smartphone, tablet, or computer

= up to 40% ENERGY SAVINGS

ASHRAE 90.1 2016 - 70%
IECC 2018 - 55%
T24 2019 - 70%
Because one size doesn’t fit all...

Whether you’re looking for a standalone wireless fixture or a full-building wireless lighting system, you’ll find solutions that meet your unique needs. WaveLinx offers a broad suite of fixtures, controls and components.

They’re all designed to communicate with each other, seamlessly and wirelessly, so it’s easy to expand and upgrade your system over time.
Choose from the bestselling, state-of-the-art LED lighting fixtures.

Metalux

**SkyRidge (SR)**
1x2, 1x4, 2x2, 2x4
LED recessed ambient

**Cruze ST**
1x4, 2x2, 2x4
(service from above)
LED recessed ambient

**Cruze SB**
1x4, 2x2, 2x4
(service from below)
LED recessed ambient

**Encounter (EN)**
1x2, 1x4, 2x2, 2x4
LED recessed ambient

**Flat Panel (FPX)**
1x4, 2x2, 2x4
Ultra-thin LED panel

**RLN**
1x4, 2x2, 2x4
LED recessed ambient

**SkyRidge (SR)**
1x2, 1x4, 2x2, 2x4
LED recessed ambient

**GRLED**
1x4, 2x2, 2x4
LED recessed ambient

For a complete list of compatible products, see: www.WaveLinxConnect.com
Mindful design begins by understanding human behavior in order to design better solutions that integrate and enhance lifestyle, rather than interrupt it. It’s about anticipating unmet needs. It’s crafting solutions that are simple, but not simplistic. It’s creating harmony, connection and more rich, meaningful experiences.

Our portfolio of connected lighting solutions leverages the real-estate of the physical light fixture to increase building, business and community operating efficiency through controls and data. With connected lighting solutions, we go beyond controlling light to solve higher complexity problems enabled by sensing and communication capabilities within the light fixture itself.
Lighting Product Lines
- Ametrix
- AtLite
- Corelite
- Ephesus
- Fail-Safe
- Halo
- Halo Commercial
- Invue
- io
- Iris
- Lumark
- Lumière
- McGraw-Edison
- Metalux
- MWS
- Neo-Ray
- Portfolio
- RSA
- Shaper
- Streetworks
- Sure-Lites

Controls Product Lines
- Fifth Light Technology
- Greengate
- iLight (International Only)
- iLumin
- Zero 88

Connected Lighting Systems
- Distributed Low-Voltage Power
- HALO Home
- iLumin Plus
- LumaWatt Pro
- WaveLinx
- Trellix